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Welcome to the long-delayed post-Election edition of 2SUNS. It would have come out closer to 

the actual event but we were very busy staring mutely into the middle distance, nonchalantly 

jabbing at our wrists with a ballpoint pen, trying and failing to summon up the energy to scream. 

There have been depressing issues to write in the past, but this is the worst, because this is 

consciously the start of five more years — worse, the middle of a full decade — of Tory brutality. 

And this time they’re on their own. We thought the Lib Dems were toothless coalition partners 

in all but name — and they were, but we’re about to find out just how much we took them for 

granted. Iain Duncan-Smith is openly discussing the privatisation of the welfare state. George Osborne’s first budget 

without Vince Cable around to explain what all the numbers meant turned out, inevitably, to be an exercise in kicking 

the poor when they were down, with a couple of distracting baubles in the form of barely-understood policies from the 

Labour manifesto, implemented half-arsedly and due to go live far too late to make a difference. The BBC have been 

fined several hundred millions for daring to exist and commanded to stop being any good if they don’t want the 

Government to take that right away altogether. The pointless and cruel and pointlessly cruel activity of fox hunting 

was almost put down the road to re-legialisation, before Nicola Sturgeon came along like England’s babysitter and 

took the bottle of bleach out of our hands. The NHS is being bareback fucked by Jeremy Hunt with increased vigour. 

And this is what people deliberately voted for — broken electoral system notwithstanding. In a Britain where votes were 

equal, the Tories wouldn’t have won—although UKIP would have done better too, so  let’s not get complacent about 

the actual average levels of compassion of the British voter. 

If you know a poor person who voted Tory, every single time they complain about their lot in life, remind them that 

they chose it; they deliberately voted to preserve it. And then punch them in the face, over and over again. Because 

thanks to people like that, by the twenties Britain could very easily have turned into America circa 2004: a privatised 

hell where only the rich can thrive. No NHS; if you’re poor, you die, and serve you right. No BBC; Rupert Murdoch 

bought them out as soon as they were floated on the stock market and rebranded them under the Sky trademark. No 

social security; just competing cottage industries of private insurers, with the competitive market only encouraging 

them to cut more corners because that’s how competition always works, you idiots. And then come Election 2020, the Tories 

win by a landslide because the Murdoch-sponsored news is constantly telling the proles how great they are. That’s the 

utopian Britain of the 2020s that the Tories are going to try to build over the next five years. They have to be stopped. 

 
 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/deed.en
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See the issues more clearly. 

Fear and loathing the way you like it 
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uck you, Britain. We can’t leave you alone for five fucking minutes, can we? 

Apologies in advance if this becomes incoherent. But we’re sure you’ll understand. We’re still in the grip of extreme rage 

and despair after the most unexpected election result since 1992. Yes, still. It’s taken us three months just to be able to 

face it: the Tories won. They won a sweeping victory. Labour were nowhere. The Liberal Democrats were all but 

obliterated as a parliamentary party. The SNP conquered all of Scotland, which didn’t help England much but is hardly a good excuse, 

especially since even if you take the Scottish seats out of the question, the Tories win. The Tories win. The Tories WON. They won 

handsomely. They won a majority of seats in an election which seemed destined to deliver a hung parliament. They won outright 

despite seeming less popular than anal cancer. They won a mandate despite what they’ve done with the place while in a coalition. 

Britain, having spent five solid years vomiting blood, chose to treat it with a healthy dose of syrup of fucking ipecac. We lost. They 

won. The Tories WON. 
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e were out of the country at the time — we voted by post, not that it made a difference; we have a fucking Tory MP 

now who we will never fucking see. From a safe distance in the South of France, we watched hopefully as the 

results show began. And were almost instantly appalled as the exit poll showed the Tories winning handsomely, 

enough that they wouldn’t need a Coalition. Unable to watch, we went to bed within the hour. We were woken in 

the middle of the night by a howling, apocalyptic thunderstorm. The following morning, the Tories hadn’t just won, they’d won with a 

majority. You turn your back for a second. 

he exit poll might just be as high as the second most horrifying television-watching experience of our lives, after Threads. 

And at least that wasn’t actually happening (it just inevitably will). The truly sickening thing was how far out of left-field it 

had come to those of us, like the writers of this August (but only barely) publication, who had been paying attention to the 

polls. Those had consistently, from before the campaign began, pointed toward a hung parliament, probably with Labour 

as the largest party by about six or seven seats. None of them had the Tories establishing the massive lead they had, one which actually 

negated Labour’s potential coalition-building advantage even before they turned out to get a majority — which almost every poll ever 

taken by anyone had dismissed as impossible for anyone, but especially for them. 

The gap between pre-election polls and the hideous electoral reality was so vast, almost unprecedentedly so, that even David Cameron 

was knocked sideways. Even Nate Silver’s crew got it wrong, and we thought that guy could tell you not only who would win the World 

Cup in 2026, but also who would score the winning goal and the prevailing wind conditions in the stadium. These polls were so insanely 

wrong, completely across the board (and all in the exact same way), that an official investigation has opened up to find out just what the 

flying fuck. A couple of possibilities immediately suggested themselves the morning after: first, that the result was hookey, in a Bush-Gore 

sort of way. We’d still like this to be the case, but alas it’s Olympic-level wishful thinking, unless the Tories have suddenly become God-

mode level experts at covering their tracks, and they never have before. This really happened. Austerity was given a legitimate mandate. 

That leaves the second, more likely possibility: that polls are basically bollocks, depending as they do on a bunch of random people telling 

the truth to a complete stranger about for whom they intend to vote. 

This has happened before, of course, in the almost equally depressing 1992 election, where the polls showed a comfy Labour lead—in this 

case, all the way up to the exit poll—which reality rejected against all reason. That led to a lot of reforms in the polling system, and 

polling for most elections since then have been pretty accurate—until now. Of course, every election since 1992 has been reasonably 

straightforward—even 2010 was bound to end with a hung parliament, it was what came next that was up in the air. This year’s election 

was a completely unknown quantity, apparently even to the pollsters. At least they got the exit poll right this time. 

The most compelling excuses so far are a combination of shy Tories and lazy Labour — people being too embarrassed to admit to voting 

Tory, as they fucking well should be, and Labour voters unaccountably failing to show up at the polls, like they did in 1970, unexpectedly 

allowing Ted Heath into Number 10. But there can’t possibly have been that many people stupid enough to think Labour had this sewn 

up. They didn’t—the polls said so, and in that respect at least, they were right. Too right by half, because the narrowness of the polls put 

everyone on a defensive footing, unwilling to take any risks lest they blow the election like a Seahawks play call. Instead, they blew the 

election by almost never taking the bull by the horns and stepping-up—and when they did, by doing it in a really dumb and stupid 

fashion, like that bloody menhir of promise or whatever it was. Meanwhile, the Tories ran a terrible, butterfingered campaign that kept 

finding new ways to self-destruct, but won anyway—by default, because no-one trusted Labour, not because anyone below the social 

status of, say, Darren Gough, trusted them. The debates ultimately didn’t help. When Cameron showed up at all, he was either a null or a 

bit of a twat—although his media managed to translate the latter, as seen in the final debate, into “statesmanlike” and “commanding”. 

Miliband, on the other hand, came across fairly well in the debates, but fairly wasn’t enough. Worst of all, the aforementioned last one 

was a complete fuck-up, and we all know the public don’t remember further back than the last time they saw you. 

As for the other parties, they can all go back in their boxes now until the next election. This no-frills Tory victory has basically reset the 

political landscape to where we were circa 1980—Tories in charge, Labour in bewildered, in-fighting opposition, the Liberals nowhere, 

and no-one else worth worrying about. At least UKIP didn’t make any ground, even if Farage refuses to abide by his promise and fuck 

off. 

We last saw Ed Miliband as a bearded wandering Jew, relieved to have lost the weight from his shoulders, a walking cautionary tale. He 

might have made a decent Prime Minister. No Attlee or even Wilson, but reasonable. We’ll never know, because Britain looked at what 

the Tories have done the past five years and said hey, let’s give them a second chance. Maybe they’re right and all this mess is actually 

Labour’s fault somehow. Maybe stealing from the poor to feed the rich really is the answer.  Maybe the BBC are biased against the Tories 

for absolutely no reason whatsoever. Maybe healthcare shouldn’t be free. Maybe big business really is right about everything 100% of the 

time. Maybe KFC are actually wonderful people who offer great benefits to our community, thought the rooster. 
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hen the new party that resulted out of the Liberals and the SDP merging together was finally, properly 

launched as “The Liberal Democrats”, with its golden bird logo, Thatcher couldn’t resist an obvious pop

-culture reference. “This is an ex-parrot,” she sneered (while deliberately failing to acknowledge that this 

was a new party at all). “It has ceased to be.” 

The joke being that it had only just started to be, but was dead on arrival. In fact, the new party slowly but surely managed to 

position itself as a viable proposition before one of the most thorough self-destructions in British political history. The election 

even managed to shock us in its minor subplots. We expected the Lib Dems to suffer a nasty backlash, but not near-genocide. 

From 56 MPs to eight. EIGHT. From a party of Government to eight old white men standing in a room, blinking confusedly 

at each other. Even we didn't think they'd collapse to that extent, especially with the only net gain going to the Tories. 

Question: if you were unsatisfied with the Lib Dems' part in the coalition with the Tories, why would you switch TO THE 

TORIES? Answer: because you're a fucking imbecile. Admittedly the Tory net gain was mostly the result of the Lib Dem vote 

being amputated altogether, but some of it was transferred over to them by people who clearly have no idea how political 

parties actually work and presumably picked their loyalties based on colours. 

Whatever the reason, this was one of the worst election results any party has ever seen in this country. 48 seats lost and none 

gained. Somehow Nick Clegg kept his seat, while plenty of perfectly good politicians - many far better people than him - were 

made redundant, including Simon Hughes, the luckless Vince Cable and both of Clegg’s predecessors, Menzies Campbell and 

the late Charles Kennedy. The latter then proceeded to drink himself to death in a fit of despair at the destruction of a party 

that ten years earlier he had guided to their greatest ever result and a position of genuine influence. All that had been pissed 

away, first by paranoid in-fighting, resulting in the removal of both himself and Campbell, and then by the venal, snake-like 

actions of Clegg. We can't be fucked giving him the benefit of the doubt anymore at this late stage. It's still possible that he was 

genuinely naive enough to think a Coalition with the Conservatives was just a good idea. It's probably more likely that 

whatever ideology he holds, if any, was overridden by the opportunity to be a part of Government and become Deputy Prime 

Minister and go down in history as the Lib Dem's most successful and handsome leader. Either way, five years later, he's a 

pariah and/or laughing stock, his career is over, and his party has been all but annihilated as a result of his sellout actions. 

When you're standing amidst the rubble, there's very little profit in analysing the bombers' motivations. 

o now the party is led by Tim Farron, a sort of Gray Alien crossed with a Muppet Baby Geoffrey Howe. 

Toby Jones would play him in the movie, if there was any chance whatsoever that anything would happen to 

Tim Farron worth making a movie about. 

So far he’s mostly notable for being Not An Atheist, having been born again at the age of eighteen. His 

Adventures with Jesus have included the signing of a letter scolding the ASA for censuring a bunch of faith healer douchebags 

claiming to heal people via the power of prayer alone. Provide some scientific evidence it doesn’t work, Farron and company 

said. The ASA responded with literally all science ever. Farron sheepishly quasi-apologised for signing the letter during the 

leadership campaign. Still, he doesn’t seem to think that God hates fags or anything, by and large — he ultimately voted in 

favour of same-sex marriage, having gritted his teeth for the whole process, and although he voted against the Equality Act 

that made it illegal to deny goods and services to gays on grounds of bumsex, he did end up on the non-bigoted side of the 

bade as regards that bakery in Belfast that wouldn’t bake a wedding cake for a gay wedding. Of course, that was shortly after 

the election, with the Lib Dem leadership vacant and his name among the frontrunners (albeit out of seven) to occupy it. So 

he knows how to play the game, at least. And he has generally appeared on the left of the party, despite his protestations 

during the leadership campaign that he’s totally centrist, guys, he promises. 

But, of course, it hardly matters. The Lib Dems are down to single figures for the first time since 1970 and 

the bad old days of Jo Grimond. A resurrection isn’t impossible, but last time it took over a quarter 

of a century just to get a respectable number of seats. For now, this bird has flown. 
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abour are in the midst of an existential crisis. That’ll happen when you lose an election, of course, even one 

you had little or no chance of winning in the first place (cf: the Tories in 1997, Labour in 1983, or indeed 

Labour after the previous general election). But when you went into the game as marginal favourites to 

sneak a victory on penalties and end up losing in a rout, that’s when your entire movement is liable to have 

a huge collective mental breakdown involving a lot of sitting against the wall in a foetal position sucking your thumb. 

And that’s what’s happened to the Labour party. 

Reams and reams of the post-election commentary have been written by now, all pointing out how it was obvious that Ed Miliband 

was shit and awful and Labour were clearly doomed from the outset and the writer 100% knew this was going to happen the whole 

time. These aren’t total bullshit—there’s some 

horse in there too—but they do have one trait 

in common: a certain desperation to make the 

world forget how much of a surprise the result 

was, how much everyone, including the clever 

bastards with the Guardian columns, was 

taken on the hop by the Tories actually 

winning a parliamentary majority — by 

anyone winning a majority, really, but 

especially the supposedly unpopular Tories. 

All the polls were pointing to a hung 

parliament, in which Labour would have held 

most of the cards. And that must have affected 

Labour’s strategy—to return to the football 

analogy, to play a tight, defensive game; score 

early then shut up shop until the final whistle.  

Hold onto the slim lead they had and don’t 

take any risks. A reasonable if unexciting 

tactic, had the polls been accurate.. But they 

weren’t. They were completely and utterly 

wrong, which made Labour’s Jose Mourinho 

approach to the election also completely and 

utterly wrong—disastrously wrong. The party 

suffered a humiliation not dissimilar to 1992, 

or even 1983  — the margin of defeat was 

smaller than either, but the shock was as great 

as the former, if not greater, and the 

thoroughness of the electorate’s rejection hit 

almost as hard as the latter. Labour got 

owned, and Ed Miliband got owned the 

hardest. 

o now it’s post-mortem time, 

and of course the initial line 

was that they’d failed because 

they just weren’t right-wing 

enough. The voters had 

spoken: it was time to lurch ever further 

toward parity with the Tories, because 

apparently having done so for over twenty 

years just isn’t enough anymore. Hence a 

visibly broken Harriet Harman ordering the 

party to support the neo-Thatcherite, neo-

Tebbit, neo-Dickens welfare reforms proposed 

by the fuckers — undoubtedly the lowest 

ebb for the Labour Party since 1983. 

And all based on a classic example of 

logic allowing you to be wrong with 

authority. The right-wing party won 

handsomely, ergo right-wing is popular, 

ergo you have to be right-wing to win. 

Logically sound (albeit slightly begging 
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the question), but in reality-based terms, bollocks. It ignores the possibility of victory by default because there was nothing more 

appetising on the menu. Speaking for ourselves, we found a Miliband Government much more appetising than a Tory majority, but 

still far from ideal, and most importantly, not really that much further left. Miliband’s a good man and probably would have made a 

decent Prime Minister, but his Labour Party, like that of Brown and Blair before him, was still based on the ideological concrete laid by 

Thatcher, the basic assumptions of neoliberal economics as being basically political oxygen — a natural substance of life that’s not only 

futile to argue with, but irrational, in much the same way that a man trying to punch the atmosphere in the face would not be 

considered one of society’s winners. 

But guess what: that’s not true. Just lazy and pessimistic, a meek surrender to the right-wing worldview. When you begin with the 

assumption that the Tory model is correct, or even just that it’s unchangeable as nature, then what’s the point in being the Labour 

Party? That’s what leads to the American system of a stark, binary choice between two near-identical parties: one openly evil, the other 

slightly less evil but much weaker. That’s hardly an ideal system. 

 

aced with that bleak prospect, is it any wonder that people started to gravitate towards the one candidate with 

something new to say? Except, of course, that it isn’t new; a lot of Jeremy Corbyn’s platform is fundamentally the sort 

of progressive socialism Labour were pushing under Harold Wilson (which incidentally was the name of Corbyn’s cat). 

But Wilson was last Prime Minister forty years ago, and that was his ineffectual second tenure. It’s fifty years since his 

really important 1960s administration, the last even vaguely socialist Government this country has ever had. A whole generation has 

come of age without being exposed to these ideas—public ownership of utilities and even industries, taxing the rich instead of the 

poor, a strong welfare state, social housing (with rent-control)—and upon hearing them for the first time, now, after those things were 

destroyed before and during their childhoods, they’re coming to quite like the concept of socialism. Hence the unexpected Corbyn 

surge. And the concomitant panic from the New old guard. 

Most notable of these is of course Tony Blair himself. The former PM’s concern for the Labour Party is laudable, but he can still fuck 

off and die. Yes, sure, he made them electable — well, actually, that’s not true, he got them elected. Not quite the same thing. It was 

arguably Kinnock who made Labour into an viable prospect again, and without pulling them so far to the right. They fell at the final 

hurdle in 1992, but they weren’t down and out before they’d even started as they were at his first election in 1987. 

But even if we accept the premise that Blair is solely responsible for Labour getting into Government again, he did it via the 

aforementioned strategy of consciously ceasing to oppose the basic assumptions of neoliberalism and Thatcherism in general—by 

effectively surrendering the political ground to the right. He got the party back into government, but not left-wing politics. Labour is 

faced with a decision between the two. What’s more important: the Labour Party or the socialist ideals it was originally founded on? 

If that sounds like a leading question, it’s important to remember that many, many people in Labour would choose the former, having 

either cynically written off socialism altogether or otherwise being wholly New Labour and either never exposed to it, or not 

interested in the first place. This approach effectively reduces national politics to a spectator sport. The only tangible difference 

between Chelsea and Manchester City is the basic fact that they’re not the same team. That’s fine in football, but when you’re talking 

about potentially running an entire nation, actual ideas should surely trump the colour of the rosette. 

Of course, the problem with democracy is convincing people to actually vote for those ideas, and that’s the crux of Blair’s point. No-

one would possibly vote for Corbyn’s traditional leftist stance. He, and Corbyn’s other critics, insist on this as immutable fact, despite 

the fact that that stance has caused thousands of people to flock to his rallies and to the Labour Party in general, and has engaged 

young voters in a way no politician has in this country since Blair himself. It’s possible, if Corbyn does become Labour leader (which 

is still far from guaranteed) that his policies will somehow transmogrify into a massive turn-off by 2020. Certainly the entire press, 

even the ostensibly left-wing press, despise him and will work tirelessly toward his destruction. It’s a risk, definitely. That’s the point. 

New Labour was about minimising risk by narrowing the field, and ultimately it led to the mess we’re all in now. Corbyn as Labour 

leader is a gamble. But nothing worth doing is safe. Corbyn could turn out to be another Michael Foot. Or he could turn out to be 

another Wilson. He’s already more popular than Foot ever was. And even if he doesn’t win the race, he’s re-legitimised truly left-wing 

politics. Socialism has infected the mainstream again. That’s something, at least. 
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ANATOMY 
OF A 
TURD 

and WILLARD VAN OMNOMNOM QUINE FOR 2SUNS 

David Thomas tries to write a thriller, demonstrates why 

he’s writing fanfic for the Daily Mail instead. Better than 

Iain Duncan Smith’s efforts, though. Nice, if unfocused, 

dig at the UN as well. 

Mandatory Thatcher mention. 

Why? Because Corbyn is just plain evil. 

He’s old! Be contemptuous of him because he’s old! 

Even though Churchill was also old! OLD! OLD! OLD 

PEOPLE ARE SHIT! 

Also, we would like to imply that he’s a bit stupid and 

crazy, and although we’d never stoop so low as to say it 

out loud, if you were to come away with the word 

“Alzheimer’s” in your head that would be super, thanks. 

“Princeling”? What is this, Game of Fucking Thrones? And 

the paragraph just gets better from there, desperately trying 

to make us frightened of Guardian Columnist Owen Jones 

(who isn’t Corbyn’s chief of staff or even officially involved 

with the campaign), horrified at the Union Flag being 

replaced with The Red Flag over Number Ten (which 

obviously won’t happen) and homicidally angry at the 

existence of history’s greatest monster, Russell Brand, just 

as a reflex action. 

The fuck even is this bullshit 
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Socialism: so alien to the Daily Mail that they can’t even imagine a world where it would be elected without 

inventing a disaster to make it at least a little post-apocalyptic.  The “China Crisis” scenario also allows them to 

blame Communism for said apocalypse, even though modern China is less communist than Ed Miliband. 

Are you suggesting this 

isn’t happening? And if so, 

do you believe it? 

Fucken young people 

voting for this fucken old 

person. Still couldn’t bring 

themselves to give him a 

majority, though. 
Not only is taxing the rich a disgusting, fascist assault on freedom, it also 

wouldn’t even raise that much money, so there NERDS 

All true, all pretty good ideas, especially if this prospective NES has no 

league tables and a flexible curriculum based on the assumption that all 

children aren’t identical. Pretty sure we’re meant to be horrified, though. 

Over-simplification 

notwithstanding, “ordering the B 

of E to print more money” was the 

policy of Cameron’s government. 

You know, Quantitative Easing. 

Hence Corbyn’s wordplay. 

Daily Mail doesn’t know how 

sexism works, film at eleven 

A skill completely alien to the 

Tories, of course. 

Tell it to Cameron, he did it 

first. Or don’t, because even 

he knows all this already, as 

does Corbyn. 

Again, Corbyn’s not daft. The 

average Mail writer might 

motivated solely by bitterness 

and grudge, but that doesn’t 

mean everyone is. 

Massive fucking bollocks. He’s neither stupid nor pointlessly belligerent. 

They probably think it was Ken 

Clarke that made the B of E 

independent in the first place. 
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Truly billionaires are the glue 

that holds British society 

together. British billionaires, 

that is, not Russkies or Chinks, 

they’re rubbish. 

Stupid British public not understanding how important London is. Enjoy 

your widespread affordable housing, idiots! 

That awkward moment when you’re the Daily Mail and you’re 

supporting EU interference, even in a hypothetical impossible future. 

No, probably not. Especially 

with Diane Abbott as 

Chancellor. She’s not an 

economist. You just wanted 

an excuse to have a go at her 

on general principles for being 

a vomitous lefty black woman. 

Which is why whoever 

Corbyn’s chancellor would 

be, they wouldn’t do 

anything so fucking 

extreme. This is just stupid. 

And the wheels start 

coming off. Corbyn kills not 

only football, but One 

Direction! Maybe that’s why 

they broke up already. 

Clearly referring to the likes of Steve Coogan and Russell Brand, 

and yet again operating under the assumption that everyone’s as 

venal and selfish as they are. 

Yeah, Corbyn, if you love desperate, suffering foreigners so much, 

why don’t you just marry them? Also the dystopian Britain the Daily 

Mail is describing is still preferable to Sudan or Eritrea right now. 

Partly because it’s impossible. 

David Thomas typed these two paragraphs with one hand. 

When did Corbyn ever say that? Oh, that’s right, 

when he said that the UK and US bombing the shit 

out of Iraq for no reason at all wasn’t a million miles 

from ISIS doing much the same thing. The dastard. 

Oh Jesus Christ you have to be kidding me. I suppose Trump 

becoming President is as likely as anything else in this article. 
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WHY WOULD HE DO THIS. This is just 

plain insanity. Is basic grassroots 

socialism really so terrifying to you that in 

contemplating a potential socialist Prime 

Minister you’ve lost your mind 

completely? 

That awkward moment 

when you’re the Daily 

Mail and you’re 

defending Tony Blair. 

This has now passed into 

the realms of sick 

sadomasochistic fantasy 

material. 

Oh, of course. 

Despite the defence cuts 

and the scrapping of 

Trident? Guess those 

sainted billionaires were 

more important than we 

thought. 

Because we have a thriving 

manufacturing industry right 

now. Corbyn’s platform includes 

a pledge to actually build some 

fucking factories. 

O hai Stalin. Thomas probably deserves props for taking so 

long to quote him. Corbyn’s not a Stalinist, incidentally, as if you 

needed us to tell you that. 

Oh hai massive fucking 

projection. As if the 

Daily Mail believe in the 

freedom of any press 

besides themselves. 

Some classic right-wing 

humour as well. 

“Libelling the memory of 

Mugabe LOL GEDDIT” 

All this right-wing 

persecution porn is 

getting embarrassing. 

It’s like we found this 

under Thomas’ 

mattress. With pages 

stuck together. 

Thank You, Lord Jesus, for the idiot that made 

this sign. Dystopian alternate futures are so 

much easier to illustrate now. Also “can no longer 

rely on Britain as a reliable ally”. Nice command 

of the English language, person paid to write. 
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he 2016 primaries are already as much fun as the 2012 ones — and those resulted in a set of branded 

buttplugs based on each candidate’s ratings over time. If they do the same thing this time around, the 

Trump model probably isn’t going to be the comfiest: it’s probably going to have an extremely broad 

girth at its base, but will almost certainly taper off, possibly into a needle-sharp point, well before the 

middle. He’s getting all the column inches and excitement now, a year before the election, such that some people 

are already crowning him the Next President. These people are known as idiots. 

This time last election, Herman Cain was the Next President with his revolutionary 9-9-9 tax idea, which would 

have destroyed the American poor once and for all, and on top of that had a catchy name. But Cain was just the 

latest  Great White (or not) Hope for the Republican ticket; with the slightly less evil Mitt Romney being obviously 

the one and only vaguely realistic candidate, the GOP panicked and started turning to his rivals, looking for 

someone, anyone who could beat him. Rick Perry seemed a good bet at first, but he turned out to be incapable of 

articulating his own policies. Cain was a sex pest. Newt...well, he was Newt. Eventually, just about everyone in the 

race (except for the obvious losers like Huntsman and Johnson) had had their turn in the spotlight as presumptive 

nominee and America’s destined saviour, the one who will inevitably unseat Blacula and undo whatever it was he 

did that was so terrible. Even Michele Bachmann had a brief stint in the limelight, and no-one honestly thinks 

she’d be any good as President of anything, not even Kelsey Grammer in his heart of hearts. 

f they follow the same pattern this time around, it’ll take forever. There are nearly twenty confirmed 

candidates in the Republican primaries, and at least three, maybe four of them have half a chance of being 

the nominee — including, we have to admit, Trump. It’s improbable, but not impossible. His brand of swivel

-eyed, spittle-flecked, explicitly negative right-wing dogma has usually been kept at arms’ length to the 

mainstream by GOP manipulators; the racist/sexist/hyper-religious set are a useful bloc to pander to, but they 

don’t want to live there or anything. The trouble is, when you pander to a set of people for long enough, they start 

thinking you genuinely like them, and they start joining your movement under the impression that you were being 

sincere. Hence the Tea Party, and candidates like Trump, Mike Huckabee (back in the game this year, not that 

anyone’s noticed) and Ted Cruz. Historical precedent suggests that Trump’s campaign will most likely peter out 

before 2016 itself, but he could end up sneaking the nomination through the back door. And even if he doesn’t, 

there’s a nonzero chance that he could pull a Ross Perot, which would be brilliant because it would only split the 

rightwing vote. Please do this, Trump. 
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ruz, meanwhile, is another of the few candidates with a slight chance of becoming the nominee. He’s the Tea 

Party’s other candidate after Trump and is currently most famous for his epic filibuster against poor people 

getting healthcare, and his part in the 2013 Government shutdown, in which he and his Tea Party affiliates in 

Congress basically held America to ransom for the right to turn poor people away from hospitals. He’s popular 

with the grassroots, but again the abundance of actual grown-ups in the party might prove a barrier. 

Chris Christie also has a reasonable chance (or as reasonable as anyone else in a rather unprepossessing lineup) of 

becoming the nominee, and was a very early frontrunner—until, of course, that whole thing with the bridge demonstrated 

that he’s a massive spiteful baby. He even looks a bit like one. Still, that’ll be long forgotten by the time the primary 

campaign hits the home stretch, so if he can hang on he’s still got a chance. 

Rick Perry’s here as well. Having coming across the last time as the world’s dumbest arsewit, he’s taken the classic route 

of buying a pair of glasses in an attempt to shake that image off. Still can’t actually talk, though. Ron Paul has finally 

retired at the age of 80, and has passed on the role of perennial candidate and Internet Glibertarian sweetheart to his Alan 

Shearer lookalike son Rand, who’s basically indistinguishable apart from being far eerier. 

And then of course there’s the main man: Jeb!. Despite having put a pointless exclamation mark in his logo, his campaign 

is yet to catch fire—in fact, in the face of the unexpected Trump surge, it seems to have ground to a complete halt. It’s 

early days, however, and many in the GOP are seeing him, albeit reluctantly, as the Romney of the 2016 campaign—the 

closest thing to a credible candidate they have, tainted surname and all. 

If they do end up with another Bush, it’ll make it harder for them to exploit Hillary Clinton’s legacy factor. Dull as it 

would be to have Clinton vs Bush again, Hillary’s name is attached to a fairly successful, reasonably popular presidency, 

whereas Jeb!’s is attached what might be the worst administration in the entire history of United States, Franklin Pierce 

and James Buchanan notwithstanding. 

That’s assuming Clinton wins the nomination, but she doesn’t have any credible opposition yet. Bernie Sanders, like 

Jeremy Corbyn, has surprised everyone by taking actual socialism to the people and becoming genuinely popular, but 

unlike Corbyn he doesn’t have any actual chance of securing the nomination. The only other names on the ballot so far 

are Mike O’Malley, who’s mostly doing it for the experience, and Joe Webb, who has the endorsement of Joe Lieberman 

and can therefore fuck off. Joe Biden may still join the race, but it becomes less likely the more time passes. The recent 

death of his son seems to have drained his emotional resources, especially for what would be a tough battle against 

Hillary. She’s not inevitable, but she’s extremely likely. Her opponent, however, still could be almost anyone—as long as 

they’re a fat white man. 
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Admit it: you’re sympathetic. And we’re a 
company that explicitly profits off 
deliberate emotional violence and 
heartbreak. Our users are dicks by 
definition. But even so, they’re 
undoubtedly the innocent victims here. 
And on top of that, Google and 
Facebook now have an even greater 
pretext to start harvesting all your info. 
Internet Trolls really do ruin everything. 

We’re the least despicable party? 
Trust the Internet. 

Still absolutely unforgivable, mind 
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Some of you from countries with a saner (i.e, 
parliamentary multiple-choice) voting system 
might not be too familiar with how the 
American electoral system works. Hell, most 
Americans don't even know how our electoral 
system actually works, they just know “Go to 
polls/mail in ballot, get hammered while you 
wait for the results.” So here's a quick primer 
for those of you who aren't sure how exactly 
the U.S. Of A elects its presidents. 
 
First up, we have the primary elections, to 
determine who's going to run in the general 
election for each party. The precise rules  for these are determined by both major parties on a state-by-state basis, but they all 
have some commonalities: first, they're usually both relatively early in the year – April or earlier for the states that matter in the 
general election, sometime between April and July for most of the others. The early states matter because they show which way 
the wind's blowing – someone who's already got most of them sewn up isn't likely to suffer a reverse as the race grinds on 
towards the general election. Changing the primary date by more than a week or two is a major undertaking, and the national 
committees of both parties usually will act to stamp that shit out right quick – it's hard to change the way things have always 
worked, and neither side of the aisle is all that anxious to try it. 
 
Each state party also determines the rules for who can vote in a given party's primary – in some states, you need to be a 
registered member of the party, while others, you literally just need to turn up and be over 18 – and how the voting is conducted, 
and how delegates are doled out based on the results. That's right, delegates, because the whole system is based on the idea that 
we need a ton of middlemen for every single step.. Delegates are almost always registered members of the party in question, and 
reasonably well-connected in the state party – and can usually be trusted to vote as per their instructions if they want to fucking 
go again the next year. Some states give all the delegates to whoever got the most primary votes, making them important states 
to grab for any prospective candidates, and others split them up proportional to the votes received. 
 
Once all the primaries have been conducted, both parties hold their big national conventions in some major city or other. This is 
usually also a sign for protesters from both sides of the aisle to show up and make asses of themselves on national television, 
while inside the party committees resolutely ignore them while they count up all the delegate votes. Once that's done, whoever 
got the most delegate votes is declared the candidate for that party, and the best outcome the runners-up can hope for is being 
picked to run alongside the person who just beat them for Vice President. 
 
So, now it's off to the general elections. The Presidential General Elections – or, more particularly, the popular election, which is 
the one the vast majority of citizens get to vote in – has often been called a popularity contest to determine the next man (or, 
possibly this go-around) woman with their finger on the 'nuclear annihilation' button. (Just in case you'd forgotten that we still 
have THAT happy little option on the table.) This isn't entirely accurate, because it turns out that the popular election means 

precisely fuck and all in terms of who actually becomes 
President. 

 
There's this thing called the Electoral College, and it turns 
out that it's the body who chooses who gets to be President. 

Each state gets a certain number of electors (the same number 
as that state has Congresspeople – 2 for the senators, and the rest 
based on the state's population), picked officially by the state 

legislatures, but often nominated by either the state party, or by a 
separate, state-level campaign. These electors are told that they have 
to vote according to the popular vote, but since there is literally no 
legal punishment for them if they vote against it (or just don't bother 
to vote at all), it's not unheard of for them to vote against the 
candidate who won the popular vote. That being said, most electors 

toe the party line, so the odds are definitely in the favour of 
whoever won the popular vote – in fact, there's only been four 

times in American history when a candidate who lost the 
popular election won the electoral one, and the only time it's 
happened in the last century was the utter clusterfuck that 

was the 2000 election. 
 

So, in the immortal words of famously self-made American Al Capone, “Vote 
early, and vote often.” Because if you don't, we're all slightly more fucked. 
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I mean...am I 
right, guys? 

Meanwhile: 

The real 
world/by 
Tony James 
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“I built a little 

empire out of  some 

crazy garbage called 

the blood of  the 

exploited working 

class...but they’ve 

overcome their 

shyness and now 

they’re calling me 

Your Highness...” 

2SUNS issue 27, August 2015. 


